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INTRODUCTION

Yandex is the largest Russian Internet search
engine. In response to a user’s query Yandex shows two
different types of information on the results page,
namely, the search results in response to the query and
ads that are chosen in a certain way for a given query.

The search results are presented as a list of results.
The search engine forms a list of results in order to
respond to a particular query with maximal accuracy.
They are ranked based on the relevance to the query
prior to being displayed.

Ads, the second type of information, are displayed
on the right side of the search engine results page (so�
called ad displays at the right) and above the search
results (premium placement). In all large Internet
search engines, the revenue that is obtained via search
advertising occupies an important and often a decisive
part in the company’s total revenue. Based on this cri�
terion, the advertising results should be formed with
due regard for several factors, such as the correspon�
dence of an ad to a user’s query and the expected rev�
enue from this ad.

At present, the problem of ad selection for a partic�
ular query is solved using several selection mecha�
nisms. An advertiser assigns a set of keywords to each
ad. Depending on the selection mechanism, the ad
can be selected for showing in the following cases: at
least one key phrase and the query match totally, key
phrases and the query match partially (one of the key
phrases is part of the query), or key phrases match the
query semantically (broad matching by sense or
theme).

This paper aims to solve the second subproblem of
ad selection, namely, the consideration of the
expected revenue from an ad that is displayed.

Most search engines, including Yandex, use the
mechanism of advertising sales during searching where
an advertiser pays for a user click on their ad. In other
words, the advertiser pays only for real user transitions
from search pages to advertising sites. In this case, the
rates are determined by a generalized second�price
auction [2].

The quantity of ads that can be shown to a user on
the search results page is limited. As a rule, it can be a
maximum of three ads above the results list and four or
five ads on the right�hand side of the page. The engine
selects the most effective ads among the selected ones.

In practice, the selection is performed by choosing
ads with the highest cost�per�mille (CPM). This name
is attributed to the history of Internet advertising,
when ad displays were sold. Today, advertisers deal in
clicks; therefore, CPM is now calculated as

CPM = BID CTR,

where COST is the advertiser’s rate for a click on their
ad and CTR is the click�through rate.

Advertising technologies were described in more
detail in [3].

Therefore, the effective selection of ads is reduced
to the problem of the estimation of the click�through
rate. This problem is one of the most important ones
in modern search engines and the quality of its solu�
tion has a direct effect on the degree of user satisfac�
tion, the effectiveness of context advertising for adver�
tisers, and the revenue of the search engine itself.
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The authors of this paper discuss the problems that
occur when estimating CTR.

1. OFF�LINE OPTIMIZATION

Let us consider metrics that we can use to compare
different predictions for click�through rates. In the lit�
erature on applied problems of the theory of probabil�
ity and mathematical statistics, widely used classical
metrics include the likelihood algorithm, mean square
error and mean absolute error, correlation measures,
the area under ROC�curve [5], and so forth.

In practice, the CTR prediction or estimation is
only part of a large and complex system of displaying
ads on the Internet. It is extremely interesting to deter�
mine how a new CTR prediction influences such gen�
eral system indicators as the average characteristic of
the entire engine or of individual traffic components,
total revenue per day (per month), traffic level which is
expressed in clicks, etc.

The best method, which is rather complicated and
expensive, is conducting an on�line experiment on a
certain part of the search queries; however, these
experiments can take time and cause a company pos�
sible losses on experimental traffic (in both revenues
and clicks). Therefore, we have developed an off�line
technique for comparing two different predictions of
click�through rates.

1.1. Method of ROC�Similar Curves

We will describe the essence of building plots to
compare predictions.

We have records from the database about previous
displays of ads as input data. Using CTR prediction, we
assign a number of derivative characteristics including
CTR, CPM, and cost per click, to each record.

Further, by ordering all the events by CPM we build
the following curve, e.g., for the analysis of click quan�
tity, namely, we consider the current X�coordinate
value as the CPM threshold. The Y�coordinate value is
then the quantity of clicks in those events whose cor�
responding CPM values exceeded this threshold. In
the same way, we build plots for revenue, CTR (Fig. 1).

These curves allow us to compare different predic�
tions. If the curve for a new prediction dominates the
curve for the current prediction then the new predic�
tion is obviously preferable. This can be interpreted as
if we rejected or prohibited the ads with the lowest
CPM (which occurs in practice). Then, according to
the first prediction, the ads with the highest estimates
of expected clicks or revenue would be shown (accord�
ing to the curve with the most evident domination).

This approach has one complication. Two curves
can often intersect inside the range of the CPM�
thresholds. However, it is obvious that at the ends of
the region, these curves are always identical. Addi�
tional limitations can help to resolve the situation with
internal intersections and, consequently, with alter�
ations in domination. For example, the search engine
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Fig. 1. The method RTC�similar curves: shows—the number of impressions, clicks—the number of clicks, ctr—the average CTR
of the system, money—the amount of money.
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can have a limitation on the share of generated search
pages that contain ads. In this case, a corresponding
CPM threshold can easily be calculated and the pre�
dictions can be compared at corresponding points.

1.2. Simulation of a System for Displaying Ads

The second method for comparing two predictions
in terms of expected clicks and money is building an
off�line model for the entire system of advertising dis�
play events.

With this aim in mind, we copy all the current char�
acteristics of the system, namely, information on the
ads that are available, their rates, budgets, etc. After
this, we combine these copies with the current version
of the implementation of the program complex for the
system of ad display events and thus, we obtain a local
copy of the system of ad display events with actual
data.

In order to obtain the basic characteristics of the
system, we take a random set of queries (possibly, with
repetitions to keep the proportion of the natural traf�
fic) and input it in the local copy of the system. The
output is a set of all ads that went through a selection
procedure. For each ad, we can count CTR prediction
versions that are of interest for a given query and com�
plete the formation of the ad list for display. At the out�
put, we obtain as many sets of ads for each user’s query
as there are predictions that we want to study.

After this, we can count the expected revenue,
clicks, etc. using a particular version of the search
engine results page with advertisements. To calculate
mathematical expectations as a true distribution of
probabilities, we use a version of the prediction with
the best parameters of the quality metrics (likelihood,
linear correlation, etc.)

We will describe these calculations in detail.

Let H(Q, CTR) designate the set of sets of ads that
went through the selection for the queries from the set
Q using the prediction CTR(·). Each h ∈ H(Q, CTR) is
the set of advertisements that were selected for show�
ing in response to a particular query. The lower index i
will be used for the reference to a particular ad from all
that were chosen to display. Let CTRnew(·) be a new
prediction of the click�through rate (under study) and
CTRbase(·) be the current prediction.

Then, we can calculate the expected changes in the
basic characteristics of the system according to the fol�
lowing formulas:

ΔCoverage = 

ΔTraffic = 

H Q CTRnew,( )
H Q CTRbase,( )

������������������������������� 1,–

CTRnew i( )
i h∈

∑h H Q CTRnew,( )∈∑
CTRnew i( )

i h∈
∑h H Q CTRbase,( )∈∑

���������������������������������������������������������������� 1,–

ΔRevenue 

=

Here, Coverage and Traffic are taken to mean the
share of the queries from the general set that contain at
least one ad and the quantity of clicks on these ads,
CTRnew(i), CTRbase(i), cos ti, respectively, are predicted
click�through rates according to the new and the cur�
rent predictions and possible payment per click calcu�
lated for a particular ad i.

We compare the derivative characteristics of the
algorithm operation with different prediction versions
and, possibly, with different specially selected model
hyperparameters. For the calculated characteristics to
be comparable, we should use the same probability
distribution that recognize it as the estimation of a true
unknown distribution. In the case of Coverage we do
not use multiplication by probabilities, since in this
case we do not depend on clicks as the only source of
randomness in the given model.

Which particular distribution is better? We propose
to choose the distribution that meets the best charac�
teristics of the prediction quality as the best approxi�
mation of an unknown true distribution (in our case, it
is worthwhile to study a new prediction only if it is
superior in such characteristics as likelihood, mean
error, etc.).

It should be noted that this method allows us to
perform optimization using the free hyperparameters
of the system by means of full reconstruction of the
selection rules for advertising display events.

2. CONSTRUCTION OF ESTIMATIONS 
AND REGULARIZATION

2.1. Data in Use and Current Estimation of CTR

The current system for ad that are displayed on
Yandex is arranged in such a way that we have statistics
on each ad that was selected for a given display in a
given query, such as the number of times it was dis�
played and the quantity of clicks that correspond to
these display events on different parts of the search
traffic.

Here and below, let clicksb be the quantity of clicks
on a given ad b and displaysb be the corresponding
quantity of displays of the given ad during which these
clicks were collected. Let us assume that we fixed a
certain section, e.g., we collect the statistics for the
ad–purchased phrase pair by which a display
occurred. We designate through λ the set of ads for
which we keep statistical data.

An event during which the ad is clicked on we sim�
ulate through the Bernoulli random value taking val�
ues 0 (non�click) and 1(click), where the click�
through rate is p = CTRb.

ti  Ccos TRnew i( )
i h∈

∑h H Q CTRnew,( )∈∑
ti  cos CTRnew i( )

i h∈
∑h H Q CTRbase,( )∈∑

��������������������������������������������������������������������������� 1.–
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At the time of the present study, Yandex has already
implemented an estimation of the click�through rate
based on the set of click statistics. This prediction pos�
sessed certain features, namely, on sufficiently large
volumes of display events, the prediction was reduced
to the clicks/display ratio and in the absence of suffi�
cient statistics, a statistical a priori prediction was used
(a rather simple piecewise constant function).

Our aim is to build a new prediction based on the
same data which possesses the same properties and
whose usage could yield the best results according to
the basic metrics of the system operation quality.

2.2. Estimation of CTR and the Minimization of MSE

Let us consider how one can build a new prediction
for CTR based on the statistics on a certain section.

Assume that we have additional information on the
set C = {CTRb|b ∈ Λ}. For example, this information is

reduced to  which is the estimation of the mean
value of the CTRb. Then we will try to build such a pre�
diction that, depending on the quantity of display
events in the statistics, would be reduced from this
additional information to an actual ratio of clicks to
displays. More formally, we are searching for the CTR
prediction in the form of the linear combination:

In order to find unknown functions α(displays) and
β(displays), we can choose the mathematical expecta�
tion of error squares Q(displays) as a target functional
for minimization.

Q(displays) = 

Then, it is easily to find that optimal values for
these functions are:

α(displays) + β(displays) = 1, 

α(displays) = 

where S0 ≈  

Therefore, the final prediction can be written as

(1)

CTRb,

CT̂R displays( )

=  α displays( )CTR β displays( ) clicks
displays
�����������������,+

where CTR meanb Λ∈ CTRb( ).≈

E CTRb CTRb displays( )–( )2
.

b Λ∈

∑

S0

S0 displays+
��������������������������,

meanb Λ∈ CTRb 1 CTRb–( )( )
varb Λ∈ CTRb( )

��������������������������������������������������������� .

CT̂Rb α displays( )CTR β displays( ) clicks
displays
�����������������+=

=  
clicks C0+

displays S0+
��������������������������, where C0 CTR S0.=

Below, Fig. 2 presents the comparison of the given
prediction with the current one.

2.3. Estimation of CTR and Likelihood Maximization 

The Bayesian approach with assumed a priori dis�
tribution is another widely known method for obtain�
ing a prediction of the same type. Let Pprior(CTR) be an
a priori distribution of the true CTR in the set Λ. Then,
the a posteriori probability for CTRb can easily be cal�
culated as

Pposterior(CTRb) 

= 

If we assume that the a priori distribution
Pprior(CTR) belonged to the family of Beta� distribu�

tions (i.e., Pprior(CTR) = ), then the

corresponding a posteriori distribution, as is known,
will also be the Beta�distribution with parameters (a +
clicksb, d + display eventsb – clicksb). Therefore, the a
posteriori mathematical expectation of click�through
rate b is

Therefore, using different initial assumptions we
have arrived twice at the same estimate. In the given
case, we have two unknown constants that can be
obtained, if necessary, via building an estimation of the
a priori distribution. Instead, we will propose another
heuristics, which resulted from the considerations in
section 2.2.

2.4. Practical Use of the Proposed Estimate

As was shown, the regularized ratios of clicks to dis�
plays with regularization is a fairly widely spread form
for estimating click�through rates. We write this ratio
as it was derived in section 2.2.

where  is additional information.

Now, let us assume that we use a statistical predic�
tion (i.e., a prediction that is calculated without the
direct use of statistics of clicks and display events, e.g.,
it can be a logistic regression built on the set of test
attributes, information about a particular user, etc.) as
additional information.

Assume that this statistical prediction has a positive
correlation R with the corresponding random value

Pprior CTRb( )CTRb

clicksb 1 CTRb–( )
displaysb clicksb–

.

CTRa 1 CTR–( )d

B a 1+ d 1+,( )
����������������������������������

CT̂Rb
a clicksb+

a clicksb d displaysb clicksb–+ + +
�����������������������������������������������������������������������=

=  
clicksb a+

displaysb a d+ +
����������������������������������

clicks C1+
displays S1+
��������������������������.=

CT̂Rb
clicks D0CT̃R+

shows +
��������������������������������D0,=

CT̃R
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click =  where displayb =

1(b, was shown), clickb = 1(b, was shown). Then, if we assume
that the given prediction has a low dispersion: Σ <
R2var[clicks] it is easy to demonstrate that D0 > S0

under the condition α(displays) + β(displays) = 1.
This fact can be interpreted in a natural way. If we

build a statistical prediction for a better CTR quality
than the mean CTR estimation of true rates then the
final prediction will fit our initial approximation bet�
ter. In other words, the convergence to the click–dis�
play ratio will be slower.

3. MINIMIZATION OF RISKS

When using any click�through rate prediction in
practice in the current system of ad displays we may
encounter undesirable effects and risks.

A prediction clearly has a lower dispersion at a large
volume of statistics. Therefore, for new ads we,

clickb · displaysb,
b Λ∈

∑ encounter e.g., highly scattered CTR predictions but
owing to the ad selection algorithm for display events
we obtain high risks that the minimum cost for place�
ment in a desirable part of the search engine results
page might be unreasonably high.

For this purpose, we undertook a number of simu�
lations to calculate the probability that the minimum
cost for entering the corresponding blocks increased k
times compared to the costs at the current prediction
for a specified true CTR value.

The simulation confirmed the fact that the new
prediction had a high risk for low�statistic ads; there�
fore, an undesirable obstacle can occur, namely, a high
initial cost, for the participation of these ads.

The proposed prediction type was modified in such
a way that its dispersion at low values of display events
agreed with the dispersion that is set at a large quantity
of display events.

Let n0 be the minimum quantity of display events
for which we consider the prediction dispersion appli�
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Fig. 2. The upper plot demonstrates the behavior of functions α and β; the middle plot represents the correlation of two predic�
tions with clicks; the lower one is the mean error square.
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Fig. 4. To the left, CTR; to the right, CPM (depending on display events in ad statistics).

cable. For each quantity of display events n in statis�
tics, we count an expected quantity of clicks Mn and
standard deviation stdn for this quantity of clicks.
Then, the wish to avoid high dispersion of the predic�
tion while keeping it unbiased can be expressed using
the following constraints:

(stdn)new =  for each n < n0.

(Mn)new =  for each n < n0.

In order to satisfy these constraints, the following
transformation is sufficient:

After this transformation,  has the specified

dispersion level (Fig. 3).

Thus, we reduced the advertiser risks of overpay�
ment per click, which are caused by the high volatility
of the initial prediction.

stdn0

Mn0

CTRnew*
stdn0

stdn

��������CTRnew 1
stdn0

stdn

��������–⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞ Mn, n n0.<∀+=

CTRnew*

3.1. The Experiment

New formula (1) was tested on previously selected
test material and a CTR increase by 1.9% was
obtained. We believe that such growth is sufficient to
carry out an on�line experiment.

According to the on�line experiment, the average
CTR increase in the system was +1.53%. Figure 4 (at
the left) demonstrates the expected improvement of
CTR to occur over the application region of the new
prediction. It is seen in Fig. 4 (at the right) that the
new prediction generated no less revenue compared to
the current prediction.

Let us consider another important characteristic of
the system, namely, cost�per�click (CPC).

As is seen in Fig. 5, for ads that have a short history
the product becomes cheaper and, consequently more
attractive. In such a way we are increasing the inflow of
clients and providing them with more profitable con�
ditions for ad placement. Similar effects can give pos�
itive results in the long�term perspective, i.e., advertis�
ing becomes more effective for advertisers, thus stimu�
lating an increase in existing budgets and attracting
new resources.
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CONCLUSIONS

We discussed the problems that occur while optimiz�
ing the current system for displaying ads on Yandex.

Primarily, it was noted that for any optimization,
the ability to calculate characteristics with optimiza�
tion at new points should exist. However, launching a
new on�line experiment cannot be provided each time
because of the natural expensiveness of this approach.
An alternative “static” prognosis was used because of
the uncertainty that statistics for new ads will predict
the click�through rate. As a consequence, the problem
of the optimal transition from this initial prediction to
the basic one arises.

Prediction properties often vary depending on the
volume of accessible statistics. In this connection, for
ads with a short history within the frameworks of their
advertising companies, undesirable negative effects
may occur. As an example, we refer to the problem of
impermissibly high prediction volatility.

Methods for solving arising problems are proposed
and the result of the operation of an algorithm built for
the prediction on a real plot is presented.

Two methods for comparing the quality of algo�
rithm operation with different prediction versions
were described in terms of the final characteristics of
the system. In this connection, it was proposed to
optimize all parameters off�line and only after this to
carry out an on�line experiment as the verification of
the given approximation.

We described two different approaches to solving
the problem of optimal transition from an initial pre�
diction to a basic one. The proposed variant seems to
be sufficiently convincing by virtue of the fact that we
used a form for its construction that appears to be
common for both error square minimization and the
Bayesian approach with a wide class of a priori rates for
the given task.

The problem of declining prediction volatility was
discussed as the problem of reducing undesirable
effects. We described the technique for calculating the
required prediction characteristics and proposed a lin�
ear transformation to solve this problem.

The results of the on�line experiment are presented
as the summarization of the work that was performed.
It was conducted for comparing the characteristics of
an ad�display system that were obtained using the pro�
posed modification of the prediction and the current
version. The accuracy of the off�line prediction of
improvement of natural characteristics of the system
proved to be acceptable, which allows us to consider
that the approach was successful.
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